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I. INTRODUCTION (PREP QUESTIONS) 

 Show students the book cover illustration and ask what they notice about the illustration (boy has missing leg; still 

able to ride a bike).  Ask students to explain what ability is, sharing some examples they have the ability to do 

(walk, run, jump, swim, etc.)  

Then introduce disability and inability for them to think about.  Explain that a disability is when someone is not 

able to do something because of a problem with their body.  Explain that inability means you can’t do something 

because you don’t have the skills to do it, but you could with learning and practice. 

  Have students discuss the cover illustration using the terms disability, ability, and inability, and why they think 

the terms are appropriate (boy has a disability because his leg is missing; boy would have had an inability to ride 

the bike in the beginning; boy has since learned and practiced the ability to ride a bike, even with his disability), 

etc.).  Tell students that you will revisit that discussion after you have finished reading the story. 

 Tell students this is a true story about a courageous boy who was born in Ghana, Africa.  He had a powerful lesson 

that he wanted to teach others, and he is now a grown man who is still spending his life teaching his powerful 

lesson.     

 

II.   INTEGRATIVE STRATEGIES 
 

During Reading 

 P. 1: Read; ask students which words give them the “uh oh” feeling, and why (“…but only one strong leg kicked.”).  

Tell students that this is an example of figurative language which are many special tools that writers to make their 

writing more interesting to their readers.  This kind of figurative language is called foreshadowing because the 

author is warning us that something is about to happen. 

 Pp. 2-3: Read; ask students which character is weak, and why (father because he left, never to return).  Have 

students define useless using context clues.  Discuss what it means when it says, “…or worse - - a curse.” 

★ 2nd Grade Common Core Reading Standard ★ 

Describe how characters in a story respond to major events and challenges. 

 

 

https://youtu.be/GVVq37CaKd8?list=PLsxhaZKvViNrKZDoiKTT_a7blFTit-0zc


 Pp. 4-5: Read; ask students to discuss Mama Comfort’s rule for Emmanuel, sharing their opinions as to why she 

did that (she knew he had to learn to do things himself).   On p. 5, have students share what personality traits we 

learn about Emmanuel with the author’s use of “showing writing” (when an author “shows” the reader 

information about a character rather than tells the reader qualities about a character (determined, doesn’t give 

up, hard worker, does not allow his disability to stop him, etc.).  

 Pp. 6-7: Read; discuss the enormity of what Emmanuel had to do in order to go to school.  Using “showing 

writing” again, have students share more personality traits they learn about Emmanuel (courageous, willing to 

suffer in order to get an education, etc.).  What does the “showing writing” tell us about Emmanuel’s mother? 

(her son’s education was very important to her; unlike other children with disabilities who did not go to school, 

she would not accept that for her son so she carried him all that distance herself twice a day; how much her heart 

must have hurt knowing what her son would have to endure) 

Have students discuss why they think children with disabilities did not go to school.  

 Pp. 8-9: Read; ask students what big change happened (initially nobody would play with Emmanuel but by end he 

had earned their respect).  Have students infer why the students would not play with him and discuss the fairness 

of judging someone simply by appearance. 

 Discuss what new character traits are learned about Emmanuel with “showing writing” (he solves his playground 

problem by working hard to save money to buy a soccer ball so others would become his friends; he does not 

allow his disability to stop him from believing he can play soccer, etc. ). 

 Pp. 10-11: Read; continue “showing writing” (Emmanuel does not let failure stop him).  Have students 

compare/contrast Rosie (Rosie in Rosie Revere, Engineer who let failure stop her several times) and Emmanuel. 

 Pp. 12-17: Read; continue sharing “showing writing” character traits. 

 Pp. 18-19: Read only the first paragraph; ask students what the feeling tone is (“uh oh” feeling, etc.).  Point out 

that this is another example of foreshadowing.  Ask students what they think will happen next; continue reading.  

Discuss the difference between disabled and unable.  Have students predict what Emmanuel’s plan will be. 

 Pp. 20-21: Read; note the San Diego connection.  Help students understand challenged.  Have students define 

sharp and bold using context clues.  Discuss what purpose Emmanuel had for bicycling around Ghana (to bring 

awareness to the difference between having a disability but still able to do something, just in different ways).  

 Pp. 22-23: Read; continue “showing writing” (Emmanuel’s love for his mother to honor her wish to never give 

up), etc. 

 Pp. 24-25: Read; continue “showing writing” (his pride in being disabled, proudly wears shirt that means “the 

disabled person”, etc.). 

 Pp. 26-29: Read; continue “showing writing” character traits.  

 Pp. 30-31: Read; have students reflect upon Emmanuel’s grueling accomplishment.  Have students share their 

feelings about what he proved with having only one leg.  Read Emmanuel’s quote to students on p. 31; discuss. 

 
III.   INTEGRATIVE STRATEGIES 

 

Post Reading 

 Have students reflect upon the many different challenges that Emmanuel had to overcome throughout this story.  
What character traits helped him to successfully overcome his challenges?  How would the story be different if he 
had chosen to fail and give up? 



 Have students revisit the terms disability, ability, and inability, and apply them as they can to Emmanuel’s story 

and to the lesson he has always wanted to teach to others.   

 
 

 
 

 
 

 


